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Summary

There are situations, where the population consists of more than two

stage units for which partial replacement of units from the sample drawn
on the previous occasion can be done in number of ways. In this paper,
the theory of multistage successive sampling is considered to estimate (he
population mean on each of the h occasions. The minimum variance
linear unbiased estimator (MVLUE) of the population mean and its
variance are obtained when partial retention is made at some one stage
only. This is done first, under the assumption, that certain population
parameters, analogous to population correlation and regression coeffi
cients, are known and later when they are estimated from the sample.

1. Introduction

Uflistage successive sampling on h occasions was developed by
Jessen [6], Yates [22], Patterson [7], Tikkiwal [12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17,20, 21], Eckler, and Prabhu Ajgaonkar [8][9]. Two stage sampling
onsuccessive occasions is considered by Tikkiwal [18][l9], Singh [11],
Abraham et al [1], Singh and Kathuria [10] and Kahturia and
Singh [4] to estimate the population mean on the current occasion
under certain restrictive assumptions. Agarwal and Tikkiwal [2]have
obtained the results for two stage successive sampling under less
restrictive assumptions.

The theory of multistage successive sampUng is considered
in this paper to estimate the population mean on each of the h
occasions. The minimum variance linear unbiased estimator

(MVLUE) of the population mean and its variance are obtained
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when partial retention is made at some one stage only. This is done
first, in Sec. 5, under the assumption that certain population
parameters, analogous to population correlation and regression
coefficients, are known and later, when they are estimated from the
sample. The results for two stage design due to Agarwal and
Tikkiwal [2] can be immediately obtained from these results. The
results for three stage sampling are given in brief in Sec. 7 as a
special case of Sec. 5.

2. SAMPLitsfG Scheme and Replacement Pattern

Let us have a Z,-stage finite population consisting of first
stage units (fsu's). Let each of the TV® A:th stage unit consist of
jyii+i) (/c+I)th stage units (/c=I, 2..., Z,-l). The purpose of study
is to estimate the population mean with maximum precision by
resorting to a partial replacement of .units say at /cth stage where
k can assume any value from 1 to L. The procedure for selection
and replacement of units is as follows :

On the first occasion, first a sample of fsu's is selected
oiit of with simple random sampling without replacement
(SRSWOR) scheme. Then ^th stage units are selected again
with SRSWOR scheme out of its iV'̂ " p{\i stage units in the popu
lation froni each of the selected {p~ I)th stage units for p=2,...k-\,
k+\,...,L. At the ^th stage, A:th stage units are selected out
of its Ml stage units in the population from each of the
selected {k— I)th stage units.

For the successive second and higher occasions, the units upto
(A:—l)th stage for /c>2, are completely retained from one occasion
to the other. For' selecting ^th stage units on the jth occasion
(/= 1,2...,/z), the sample of size« /cth stage unitsconsists of two parts:

(0 The /cth stage units which are also observed for the
same variate at least on the previous occasion.

(f) The /cth stage units , which are selected ahesh with
SRSWOR from those /cth stage units of the population which are
not selected in the sample upto (j—l)th occasion. Thus,

Further, whenever a ^h stage unit is retained from one occasion

to the other, it is observed with its higher stage units selected earlier.
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3. Notations

Let Z,-,-,• denote the variate value of the th element of
the (L—l)th stage unit which in turn ultimately of thejith fsu on the
ith occasion in population and denote the variate value

of the unit on the ith. occasion at the ,/-i)th vector draw in
the sample where {k= I, 2,...,L) denotes the r^th draw at the kth
stage. The suffixes k and i, used below in the subsequent sections,
vary from I to L and I to h respectively unless otherwise stated.
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the population mean under estimation per Lth stage unit on the rth
occasion.
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Similarly, ife', and sfe', for/:> I are defined.

L

t=k+l

r t-l
TT

^ P=k

-1

k=l,2y...L-~A,

where 0^^''=
I for p=k

forp>k

similarly kVu, for k<L and lVu, are defined.

P , leVii' _ , hVii'

where

U-1)

bI"=I ;

k-1

Dli- ^ {„l) ;• Ju) -)
, • k=2,'...,L

t=l

o2
l-Ji .

N'"' •.

similarly, Dftu' and Dni' are defined.,

4. Assumption

. 'A j-1 . ,
TT fti?f,t+ifor all/,7 (>0.

t=i

5. MvLUE OF Xh AND ITS VARIANCE

Let a linear estimator be given by

h nW «i ' nW

'=S-S-S-S
/=1 ri = l /-=1 ,r =1

...(5.1)
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where - be the weight to be associated with the variate
Xir^r^ and depends upon the vector draw {rxVi, but does
not depend on the outcomes at the vector draw. It may be noted
here that such a linear estimator belongs to Tn i class (Koop, [5]).
The following two lemmas are presented without proof to examine
the unbiasedness and minimum variance properties of . The proof
of LemmaS.I is simple and the proof of Lemma 5.2 is on the lines of
the proof of Tikkiwal's Lemma 2.1 [181.

Leema 5.1 ,

The estimator e,^ is an unbiased estimator of the population
mean on /zth occasion iff .

„(i) „(£)
0 for t¥^h

2 - 2 -S "''.V
'1=1 ^=1 ',=1

L

Lemma 5,2

"A,the linear unbiased estimator of Xh, is MVLUE i&

CovCac^,^,^ ..(5.3)

where Mi is some, constant for all vector draws and i. The variance
of such a MVLUE is given by

Var (eft)=Cov(x:ft,^r^...,^, ...(5.4)

Now we state and prove the following theorem regarding the
MVLUE of the population mean on the hth. occasion and its
variance.

Theorem 5.1

For /j>2, the MVLUE, tcXk, of Xh, under the Assumption 4, is
given by •

kXli = {\ —ki>h)[Xhn',i (A:) + fc5ft-i, h{kXh-\—Xh-\n% Xhn'jfjc)

...(5.5)

where +5®'
'• "A-1

„(A) » "l "l "2 '

...(5.2)
I ioxi=h
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The variance of the MVLUE, kXh, when the various ^'s, R's and 5's
occuring in the estimator are known in advance, is given by

Var = ...(5.7)

Proof:

The estimator sZa given by Eq. (5.5) in Theorem 5.1 can be
put in the form of "the estimator given by Eq. (5.1). Thus
Theorem 5.1 can be easily proved with the help of Lemma 5.1 and
Lemma 5.2 in addition to the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.3

Let and be the sample means for the variate
on jth and r'th occasions(r, i'=l, 2, ..., h) based on the observa

tions froms £-stage population, where for k=l, fsu's are
selected out of and for /c>l, A;th stage units are selected out
of A:th stage units of each of the (^k— l)th stage units which
in turn are selected out of If the method of selection at all
the stages is one that of SRSWOR, then . .;

/ i

Lemma 5.4

A

(=1 :• •

Cov(^<V,-V V-l^i M c- _

t=l

k—1 -1-1

t=l J

if r, € n'" for t<k and ^ for A:>2;

^ 15-., ifrifiFn'

If MVLUE oi Si' then

I>,u' -f

(1)

f. if

^!,(k) " 'fori<i'
g^rti /=/+l

Cov r ,kXi')=i
Dl,f \,(k) k^i for i=i

gk"i

Pkw¥-^%rHVii'ioxi>i'
gkfii'
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If the kth. stage unit corresponding to x^r r is' not present in the
sample upto r'th occasion,, then.

Cov r ...r , JcXi')= DIcW.
. - ' 1 2 Z,

The proof of Lemma 5.3 is easy and hence omitted.
Lemma 5.4 can easily be proved first for i'=2 and then in general by
induction assutning that it is true for i'—l.

Remark 5.1 .

We have presented Theorem 5.1 under the Assumption 4. In
tlie situations where this assumption does not hold good, it can be
easily shown that Theorem 5.1 still hold good if the common kt]x
stage units on the jth occasion be a sub-sample of , the new kt\\
stage units on the (r—l)th occasion for /=3, 4, ..., A.

When this sub-sampling condition does not satisfy then the
estimator given by Eq. (5.5) is no more MVLUE.

6. Variance of ftZfi when the Parameters are Estimated from
Sample.

In Sec. 5 we have obtained the MVLUE of the population
mean and its variance on the /zth occasion when certain population
values occuring in the estimator are not estimated from the sample
but are known in advance. When the estimates of these values are

used then kXh neither remains linear nor unbiased.. In this section
A

we shall give the variance of hXh when cei tain parameters are
unbiasedly estimated from the sample. For this, let the following
generalisation of Tikkiwal's model (1965, Sec. 5) for multistage
design hold good.

whore ,... are the random effects such that the L

vectors.

K.-;

V • ' " .

mutually
independent and follow non-degenerate /zTVariate normal laws with
zero vector means and certain' variance-cbvariance matrices. Then
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the non-linear estimator is an unbiased es:timat6r of Z/, if the

sample of m A:th stage units is a sub-sample of /7i® for ?>3 and
its variance is given by

(r) for/c=l,

«A

(it) for k>l

k-1

where

Wm=^

V °m ,

t=l •

"fm _^for^<L
t=k+l n a^P>

2

for k=L

A • •

and k<f>h is the estimator of k^h. obtained, through estimates of Ws as
given below.

When all nf\h stage units are not contained in for r>.3
then the non-linear estimator aZa is a consistant and asymptotically
unbiased and its mean square deviation Vi is given by

/c—1 yt—1

V °t.)i «?•»
'=! r=l ''

A consistant and asymptotically unbiasled estimator of the
variance or the mean square error of non-linear .estimator hXn, as
the case may be, is ' •. -.' i

(0 ForA:=I,

A

• 2 j .
„(i) i^h and r

"h
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(n) ForA:>l

2- ^
• „(1) "T Jt^h k—l - :

" ""
t=l

where

and

nm

ri = l

"4
'=1 n = l rs= l

provide unbiased estimates Wooh for different k.

1. Three Stage Sampling

It has been observed in Sec. 1 that the results on two stage
successive sampling follow as a special casie of the results presented
in Sees. 5 and 6. In large number of sampling enquiries, three stage
sampling is used. The various results for such enquiries can also be
worked out from the general discussion. However, for illustration
purpose, the results flowing from Theorem 5.1 are presented below
for three stage design. There is partial replacement (r) at the first
stage only, r.e. A:=l ; (») at the second stage only, i.e. k=2 ; and
{Hi) at the third stage only, i.e. k=3.

The MVLUEs of the population mean on the h{2)th. occasion
are obtained by putting A: = 1, 2, 3 in Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6). Their
variances are given by

Var(iXj= ^ ,Vl - -(7.1)
where

sS! ' ...(7.2)

A / I 2 '̂' t.'2_ 2^a\ (7 3).var(2r,)=l^-;;w+ 2^ -u.^j
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where

2F|=2^1--(7.4)

and

Var(sr;i) = (;;Ti7 )iSf + ]2?!
+

1 ( s't'.{ 3'1'h I ^ cl ...(7.5)
v«;'
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